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Ordinary individuals tend to go to the gas station when their cars are in need of a wash or 

are running out of fuel. In Brazil, however, going to places as common as a station can have other 

causes and consequences that do not actually involve cars - or gasoline for that matter. ‘The 

Brazilian way of doing things’ – a common saying that alludes to Brazil’s confusing, contradictory, 

and sometimes even ironic cultural habits - has never had such a clear presence in the Brazilian 

society as when black market money dealers, the so-called ‘doleiros’ in Portuguese, were caught 

in a money laundering scheme at a Western Union money transfer agency at the Ale Car Wash 

and Gas Station in Brazil’s federal capital, Brasilia.   

In a country where the political scenario is dominated by chaos and impunity, not a single 

Brazilian could have anticipated the outcome of such illegal scheme: 232 investigations, 160 

arrests, 93 convictions, 179 pressed charges, one impeachment, and the biggest corruption 

investigation in Brazilian history, the Operation Car Wash.  

1. Origin and Sequence of Events 

The origin of the investigation trails back to three years ago, when the federal judge Sergio 

Moro was investigating the black dollar market in the city of Curitiba and, specifically, the dealer 

Alberto Youssef, a Brazilian banker who had been previously charged with the embezzlement 

and illegal transfer of nineteen billion dollars to the United States in 1990. What seemed to be a 

rather simple arrest of a money launderer, turned out to be Operation Car Wash when Judge Moro 

discovered that Petrobras’ former director of Refining & Supply Paulo Roberto Costa’s car had 

Alberto Youssef’s apartment location as the registered address; then, as the author and journalist 

Vladimir Neto puts it in his book ‘Operation Car Wash’,  “A connection between the biggest 

Brazilian semi-public company, Petrobras, and one of the most infamous money launderers was 



established - which gave way to the most impactful, thrilling succession of events in Brazil’s recent 

history” (translated from Portuguese). 

After the first link between Petrobras - which had various high-profile politicians in its 

administrative board - and Mr. Youssef’s money laundry scheme, the Brazilian population went 

out to the streets on a series of protests against the ‘Petrolão’ (‘Big Petrol’) scheme that, as pointed 

out by the author Vladimir Neto, was bound to be the largest popular rally in Brazilian democracy. 

Pressured by all the hundred and fifty million people who were asking for justice in all states, the 

President at that time, Dilma Rousseff, introduced, for the first time in the Brazilian legal system, 

the first set of plea bargaining laws, which was elaborated by the General Prosecutor Rodrigo 

Janot; with such laws in place, a remarkably intricate network of corruption was discovered. 

The first individuals to take the plea bargaining were Alberto Yousseff and Paulo Roberto 

Costa, the latter who explained how he and Petrobras’ International Director Nestor Cerveró 

would make an agreement with the ‘Club 16’ companies – that, as defined by Vladimir Neto, was 

the cartel of contractors that dealt with and elaborated Petrobras’ multibillionaire fraudulent 

contracts - that guaranteed Petrobras with extremely profitable business opportunities if it, in turn, 

overpaid (by 10% to 20%) for refineries, exploration vessels, and drilling rigs, and then shared 

five percent of every deal with the contractors themselves. Considering that Petrobras is a public 

enterprise, the people responsible for all the administration of the company are part of the 

government, so the majority of the overprice money went to some politicians’ secret slush funds 

– and was used mostly for illegal purposes, such as political bribery or illicit campaign funding. 

As explained by the author Vladimir Neto in ‘Operation Car Wash’, there were three core 

groups in the ‘Petrolão’ scheme: the operators, the businessmen, and the politicians. Firstly, the 

operators consisted of black money market dealers and lobbyists - such as Alberto Youssef and 



Fernando Baiano - who were responsible for the money laundering procedures, and Petrobras’ 

board of directors that was led by the Workers’ Party and the Brazilian Democratic Movement 

Party and took care of transferring the money from the overpriced contracts to the parties. 

Secondly, the businessmen’s job was to hire Petrobras with overpriced contracts, and the largest 

contractors involved in this core group was Odebrecht and Group OAS. Lastly, the politicians, 

such as the former President of the Chamber of Deputies Eduardo Cunha and the former 

President of the Senate Renan Calheiros, were the ones who received the money and, given their 

political power, helped to conceal all those illegal operations.  

Investigations made after the allegations of Mr. Cerveró’s involvement on the corruption 

scheme led to his conviction of twenty-seven years in house confinement in January 2015. Then, 

Cerveró took the plea bargaining and accused Senator Delcídio de Amaral of illegally raising 

money to whichever party he was involved with as part of the ‘Petrolão’. Ten months later, in 

November, with the fall of Delcídio de Amaral, the first sitting senator to be convicted and arrested 

in thirty years, came one of the most important phases of Operation Car Wash: the investigation 

of the former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Lula) – who, as explained by Vladimir Neto, 

was accused by Mr. Amaral of being the ‘mastermind’ behind the ‘Petrolão’ scheme - and the then 

sitting President Dilma Rousseff. 

Brazil’s president-elect from 2003 to 2011 and one of the leaders of the Workers’ Party, 

Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, foreseeing the accusations that would arise from Delcídio de Amaral 

accepting the plea bargaining, tried to become one of Dilma Rousseff’s Chief of Staff so that he 

could escape from Judge Moro’s investigation by making use of the legislative immunity. 

However, on the day Lula was announced as the new Chief of Staff, Judge Moro - who now did 

not need to preserve information of Lula’s investigation since the Supreme Court was in charge of 



investigating him - released the previously confidential audios from various telephone 

conversations between Lula and other corrupt politicians who were also being investigated; the 

most important audio file, though, was the one where Mrs. Rousseff admitted that Lula becoming 

her Chief of Staff was all part of a political maneuver, an event that should only happen if, as 

shown in Vladimir Neto’s ‘Operation Car Wash’, “Lula felt like he needed it not to go to prison”.  

Consequently, Lula was prevented by the Supreme Court from actually taking the stand as 

the Chief of Staff of the Presidency of the Republic – which allowed Judge Moro to continue his 

investigation on him – and Dilma Rousseff was then accused of obstruction of justice. This, as 

author and journalist Vladimir Neto states, “was the beginning of the end for Dilma Rousseff’s 

and the Worker’s Party realm” (translated from Portuguese). 

Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment roots are entrenched in the intentions of the former 

President of the Chamber of Deputies Eduardo Cunha to divert political attention from the fact 

that he himself was also being investigated for his involvement in the ‘Petrolão’ money laundering 

scheme; as appointed by Vladimir Neto, “Eduardo Cunha’s ‘secret weapon’ was Dilma Rousseff’s 

impeachment” (translated from Portuguese). Mr. Cunha accused Dilma Rousseff of having known 

all about the ‘Petrolão’ scheme since 2002, when she was the Minister of Energy and worked 

closely with Petrobras; by Mr. Cunha’s logic, Mrs. Rousseff would have deliberately concealed 

all the information she knew while also helping to elaborate the whole scheme. Although Eduardo 

Cunha’s allegations about the then sitting president were never fully proven, the political heat that 

arose from such statements and investigations made it impossible for Dilma Rousseff to continue 

as the leader of the Brazilian Republic – who had a dismal approval rate of less than 13%. In 

August 2016, Dilma Rousseff was officially impeached after 61 out of the 81 senators voted 



against her. Michel Temer, who was, and still is, under investigation in Operation Car Wash, then 

took the stand as the interim president.  

2.1 The Outcome: Politics 

As appointed by Vladimir Neto in “Operation Car Wash” and Joice Hasselman in “Sergio 

Moro - The Story of the Man Behind the Operation Which Changed Brazil”, Operation Car Wash 

has forever altered the course of Brazilian politics. The corruption that previously could only be 

felt and thought of by the population, was then exposed. People who were considered ethical had 

their true intentions uncovered - no heroes were left, only villains. 

The General Prosecutor Rodrigo Janot, jointly with the Minister of the Supreme Court 

Edson Fachin and Federal Judge Sergio Moro , made a series of lists that contained the names of 

more than 230 politicians and businessmen that were supposedly involved in the ‘Petrolão’ 

scheme and needed to be thoroughly investigated; the individuals cited on those lists – that, as 

mentioned by Vladimir Neto, soon were referred to by the population as the ‘Janot’s and Fachin’s 

Lists’, ranged from agents of the federal police force, to high-profile ministers and 

multimillionaire entrepreneurs.  

Brazilian business magnate Eike Batista, President of the Chamber of Deputies Eduardo 

Cunha, President of the Senate Renan Calheiros, Senator Delcídio de Amaral, former President 

and Senator Fernando Collor, former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and his former Chief 

of Staff Jose Dirceu, Worker’s Party Treasurer Joao Vaccari Neto, Petrobras’ Director for 

Refining & Supply Paulo Roberto Costa and International Director Nestor Cerveró, President 

of the Brazilian Social Democratic Party Aecio Neves, Odebrecht’s Chief Executive Officer and 

multimillionaire Marcelo Odebrecht, and banker and dollar dealer Alberto Youssef: those are 

just some of the high-profile individuals that, as shown by the information present on Vladimir’s 



Neto ‘Operation Car Wash’, were investigated, indicted, convicted, and/or arrested as the 

Operation Car Wash unfolded. 

In line with Vladimir Neto’s ‘Operation Car Wash’ literary piece, one could clearly infer 

that, when the majority of politicians in important offices and roles of a certain country are either 

being investigated or have already been convicted as criminals and are in jail or home confinement, 

such country political system would not able to sustain itself – and that is exactly what happened 

in Brazil. As Vladimir Neto’s and Joice Hasselman’s literary works point out, chaos is definitely 

a word that can be used to describe the Brazilian politics after the start of the Operation Car Wash 

with its polemic discoveries. The population did not know in who could they trust to make ethical 

decisions in the government; even more severe than that, the Brazilian people did not know if they 

could trust in their own democratic system. 

The words ‘Order and Progress’ engraved on the Brazilian flag never seemed so empty 

and untruthful. Brazilians felt deeply deceived by those who were supposed to vouch for their 

rights, and were finally tired of the impunity that ruled their society since the establishment of the 

Federative Republic of Brazil in 1889. Millions of people went out on the streets every week to 

make their voices heard, demanding answers and action from the Judiciary. Hope, however, 

seemed to be felt by every Brazilian child, teenager, adult, and elder – which, as stated by Joice 

Hasselman, was widely attributed to the strong personality of the Federal Judge Sergio Moro. 

Not a single individual had been courageous enough to defy the hierarchy and the powerful 

politicians of the Brazilian government before Sergio Fernando Moro, since the consequences of 

doing so implicated political sabotage, personal threats, and even death. As Joice Hasselman states, 

“prior to Judge Moro’s appearance in the government, the only way of obtaining power and 



ascending on politics was by ‘playing dirty’ and going against the law – if one wanted to treated 

with respect in the political sphere, one had to ignore ethics” (translated from Portuguese). 

As explained in ‘‘Sergio Moro - The Story of the Man Behind the Operation Which 

Changed Brazil”, perhaps Judge Moro’s biggest contribution lied not exclusively in the fact that 

he has dismantled the most influential corruption schemes, but rather in the aspect that he himself 

has reformed the Brazilian democracy with some changes that were long overdue. Even though 

this may naturally come for some countries across the globe, corruption is neither ethical nor fair, 

and it is in the right of the people to demand for justice and accountability in the governmental 

system – and this is exactly what Judge Moro showed to the Brazilians, who were tired of feeling 

hopeless regarding their own government. Since the start of the Operation Car Wash, ‘We are All 

Sergio Moro’ has become the mantra of the Brazilian population; people from all ages and cultural 

backgrounds came together, as one organism, to thank and celebrate Judge Moro’s honorable 

personality.  

It is important to note, however, that Brazil is still far away from having an honest 

government and a true democracy – in which the population would be actually heard regarding not 

only the political sphere, but the economic, social, and cultural ones. Vladimir Neto puts it 

perfectly when he states that even with the great advances of Operation Car Wash, there are still 

some things that can be considered ridiculously absurd to say the least. It is contradictory and 

extremely objectionable that, for instance, Brazil’s interim President Michel Temer is still in 

office considering that he is also under investigation for his involvement with the ‘Petrolão’ 

scheme and that corrupt individuals who were convicted and arrested, such as Nestor Cerveró, 

are still able to keep on living in their luxurious mansions given that they are ‘friends’ with high-

profile Federal Police agents and were then arrested under house confinement. 



2.2 The Outcome: Economy 

The global economic crisis of the housing market bubble in 2008 has had little impact in 

Brazil’s economy in comparison to what happened with it with the unfolding of the Operation Car 

Wash. Since March 2014, the Brazilian economy has been facing what it is considered to be the 

greatest recession in Brazil’s recent history. With the majority of Brazilian high-profile politicians 

and businessmen being under severe investigations or under arrest, the impeachment of former 

President Dilma Roussef, and the scandal surrounding Petrobras, Brazil’s political and economic 

scenario is ruled by uncertainty – which, in turn, negatively affects the Brazilian stock markets 

Bovespa and Ibovespa, the value of the currency Brazilian Reais, and, consequently, the 

Brazilian Gross Domestic Product.  

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A, commonly known as Petrobras, used to be, as Monica Arruda 

and Bruce Zagaris put it in their article ‘Petrobras Corruption Scandal: The Sad Tale of an Oil 

Giant’, “known as the darling exception to the overwhelming empirical evidence against state-

owned enterprises (SOEs)”; indeed, Petrobras was one of Brazil’s most profitable companies until 

the Operation Car Wash started investigating its suspicious practices – later discovering that 88 

billion Brazilian Reais (USD 31.5 billion) were laundered and stolen by Petrobras’ directors, 

businessmen, and politicians as part of the ‘Petrolão’ scheme. Being a state-owned enterprise, 

Petrobras works as the means through which the Brazilian government gets a great part of its 

revenue, so when its stocks lost 50% of its market value from 2014 to 2017, the government did 

not have sufficient funds to sustain a healthy society, with good levels of, for instance, education 

and infrastructure.  



 
*Graph of Petrobras’ stock value and Ibovespa’s index across time. 

As it can be seen from the graph above presented and the article ‘Petrobras Corruption 

Scandal: The Sad Tale of an Oil Giant’, with the fall of Petrobras, the whole Brazilian stock market 

also fell – which is when the recession started. Because of the fact that the Brazilian market was 

unstable, crashing with record-low values, the Brazilian economy was not trusted anymore by the 

countries and economies around the word; the result: the exchange rate between U.S dollars and 

Brazilian Reais went from 1:2.43 to 1:3.94 in 2015. With such a devalued currency, Brazil’s 

recession got deeper and the population got even more desperate.  

In consonance with Marcia Arruda’s and Bruce Zagaris’ article, it is possible to say that 

investors lost enormous amounts of money and capital, more than 2 million companies declared 

bankruptcy, the government reduced its spending by 26 billion Brazilian Reais, unemployment 

rate increased by 38% as consequences of the ‘Petrolão’ scheme. The Brazilian Gross Domestic 

Product was also directly impacted by the lack of employment, investments, consumer 

expenditure, and government spending, falling from an annual growth of 2.3% in 2013 to an 



annual decrease of 3.8% in 2015 and 3.6% in 2016, when the recession was at its apex. The 

aggravating factor, though, was that with such a substantial cut in the government’s budget – which 

led mostly to a reduction in the amount invested in public education and safety - and with less 

people working and earning some sort of income (with the higher unemployment rates), crime 

rates increased considerably; in 2014, the year when the ‘Petrolão’ scheme was discovered and 

the Operation Car Wash started, the number of homicides reached its record high of 59,627 – 

almost 164 murders per day. 

3. Conclusion 

“There is a dark side to the Operation Car Wash investigations, given that it reveals the 

corruption embedded in the Brazilian political system; however, there is also a bright side to it, 

since it shows that Brazil is indeed facing its problems and wanting to become a better, less corrupt, 

country”, such saying by Judge Sergio Moro efficiently synthesizes the nature of Operation Car 

Wash. The ‘Petrolão’ scheme and the Operation Carwash have showed the real identity of the 

majority of people who rule Brazil while giving the opportunity for the Brazilian people to truly 

understand and construct their democratic system.  

The future is uncertain; it is crucial to realize, though, just as Vladimir Neto states in his 

book ‘Operation Car Wash’, as more corrupt individuals are held accountable for their acts and 

convicted businessmen and politicians pay back what they stole from the country and its people, 

Brazil can still work towards making the two words that are in the center of its flag, ‘Order and 

Progress’, true in its own society. Operation Car Wash will not stop until the ‘Brazilian way of 

making politics’ is entrenched in ethical, not corrupt, values – and the Brazilian people, too, will 

not conform to an illusion of democracy. 
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